## 2018-19 Conferences & Events

### August

**Aug. 16:** MIT ILP Innovation Symposium with Wuxi  
Wuxi, China  
[ilp.mit.edu/2018/china](ilp.mit.edu/2018/china)

### September

**Sept. 26:** Startup Workshop - AgTech  
MIT Industry Meeting Center  
[ilp.mit.edu/2018/agtech](ilp.mit.edu/2018/agtech)

**Sept. 27:** Healthcare Technologies of the Future  
Oxford, UK  
[ilp.mit.edu/2018/oxford](ilp.mit.edu/2018/oxford)

### October

**Oct. 3:** Chicago Symposium  
Allstate Merchandise Mart, Chicago, IL  
[ilp.mit.edu/2018/chicago](ilp.mit.edu/2018/chicago)

**Oct. 4:** MIT.nano Grand Opening  
MIT.nano  
[mitnano.mit.edu/grandopening](mitnano.mit.edu/grandopening)

**Oct. 10:** Materials Day  
MIT Little Kresge Auditorium  
[ilp.mit.edu/2018/materials](ilp.mit.edu/2018/materials)

### November

**Nov. 14-15:** Research and Development Conference  
MIT Kresge Auditorium  
[ilp.mit.edu/2018/rd](ilp.mit.edu/2018/rd)

**Nov. 29:** Madrid Symposium  
Madrid, Spain  
[ilp.mit.edu/2018/madrid](ilp.mit.edu/2018/madrid)

### December

**Dec. 4-5:** AI in Life Sciences and Healthcare Conference  
MIT Samberg Conference Center  
[ilp.mit.edu/2018/life-science](ilp.mit.edu/2018/life-science)

**Dec. 11:** Paris Symposium  
Paris, France  
[ilp.mit.edu/2018/paris](ilp.mit.edu/2018/paris)

### January

**Jan. 25:** Japan Conference  
Tokyo, Japan  
[ilp.mit.edu/2019/japan](ilp.mit.edu/2019/japan)

**Jan. 28:** Korea Symposium  
Seoul, Korea  
[ilp.mit.edu/2019/korea](ilp.mit.edu/2019/korea)

### March

**Mar. 6-7:** Innovations in Management Conference  
MIT  
[ilp.mit.edu/2019/management](ilp.mit.edu/2019/management)

**Mar. 13:** Work of the Future Symposium, London  
London, UK  
[ilp.mit.edu/2019/london](ilp.mit.edu/2019/london)

**March:** Startup Showcase Silicon Valley  
Silicon Valley, CA  
[ilp.mit.edu/2019/ca](ilp.mit.edu/2019/ca)

**Mar. 27-28:** Europe Conference in Vienna  
Vienna, Austria  
[ilp.mit.edu/2019/vienna](ilp.mit.edu/2019/vienna)

### April

**Apr. 9:** Quest for Intelligence Conference  
MIT  
[ilp.mit.edu/2019/iq](ilp.mit.edu/2019/iq)

**April:** China Symposium  
China  
[ilp.mit.edu/2019/china](ilp.mit.edu/2019/china)

### May

**May 30:** Startup Ecosystem Conference  
MIT Samberg Conference Center  
[ilp.mit.edu/2019/ecosystem](ilp.mit.edu/2019/ecosystem)

---

*All ILP Conferences and Startup Exchange Workshops are complimentary for ILP members.  
*Please note that this schedule is as of Oct. 22, 2018 and may be subject to further changes.*